
We are lazy, useless, redundant, overpaid, underworked, historically treated far too well and most of 

all, completely expendable as a workforce. We barely work and when we do, all we have to do is to 

‘push a few levers, and press a few buttons’, which is obviously far, far too troublesome for us, and 

thus, we are essentially ‘trained-monkeys’. We are antiquated, public service SCUM. Or so the 

mainstream ideology of our profession, from those looking on in from the outside is, at the current 

point in time… 

These ‘facts’ however, could honestly not be any further from the truth than they are. To insinuate 

that we, as a whole cohort, are any of the things listed above is entirely detrimental to our existence 

as a profession, because in this day and age a ‘profession’ is truly what we are, and indeed is 

particularly hurtful to the point that it tugs at the ‘heart-strings’ of so many amongst our ranks. So 

much so, that the author of this article felt it prudent to voice their own personal opinion, 

independent from their employer, their affiliated union who they are a financial member of, or 

indeed any other body, or group whatsoever. This article is written purely by an individual member 

of the community and society as a whole, who just so happens to be one these purportedly 

‘inefficient’ Train Drivers, as posited in the mainstream media in times of recent. 

More often than not, we exist in a realm where our work goes largely unnoticed by the travelling 

public, equally as much as our work, when performed properly and to the ‘letter of the law’, goes 

unnoticed by those incumbent tasked with the apparently so formidable chore of ‘managing’ us. The 

fact that our work goes unnoticed as mentioned above is indeed an indicator of a job done well. As 

much as those in power fantasise over and truly do become excited about the prospect of things 

such as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and the like, there truly are no need for such in the word 

of train running and the railway as a whole. In direct reference to the role of driving a train, in 

Sydney, in the modern day twenty-first century, the one and only KPI is to safely transport 

passengers to and from their respective destinations, in a timely and efficient manner, with those of 

us ‘up the front’ or so to speak, being completely anonymous and entirely abstracted from the rest 

of our trainload of passengers, behind us. 

I therefore feel it prudent at this point to truly enlighten the travelling public of Sydney, just exactly 

what is involved in the average, daily life of a Sydney Trains Suburban Train Driver, and I need not do 

so with any exaggeration of embellishment of the facts, as the job quite literally speaks for itself, in 

terms of the daily challenges, and adversities that we face, without the necessity for the added 

onslaught of appallingly near defamation and slander, by those in the ‘rank-and-file’ of particular 

media outlets, who feel it so prudent to make those who are nowhere near an enemy, into public 

enemy number one. 

Consider this for a lifestyle. It’s two o’clock in the morning and you’ve just been rudely awoken by 

your delightful smart-phone alarm clock, eagerly, incessantly and petulantly vibrating, and chirping 

away on your bedside table. You yawn intensely, struggle to barely open your eyes, but for the 

freezing cold outside of your cosy bed and the incredibly warm doona, then finally commit to the 

idea and prise yourself out of bed proper. You feel like an absolute zombie at this point, for want of 

a better term, and you sure as hell look no better than one at this hour either. You gingerly turn the 

light on in the hallway, so as to not wake your significant other, as they live in ‘normal’ people land, 

holding down a steady day-job, meaning that at this point, they are still blissfully ensconced in the 

realms of slumber, which you are indeed mightily jealous of. 

Shaved, showered, clothed, fed and packed, you are now ready to haul yourself out of the door, at 

the incredibly prestigious and absolutely wonderful time of two thirty a.m. on a delightfully chilly 

and ferociously frosty Winter’s morning in July. Your work issued, third world produced, slightly 



dilapidated, work issued overcoat barely keeps the throng of the winter wind out of your clothing, 

causing you to positively shiver in disgust at the fact that you are indeed out and about in such lovely 

weather, not to mention the fact that you have yet to commence your commute to work, far, far, far 

ahead of the usual ‘morning peak’, so that you may be there in the mix of it yourself, working trains 

up and down the grid in Sydney, transporting those whose business hours are just a little more 

favourable than yours. Nonetheless, you digress, proceed to your frosty car, wipe off the icicle clad 

windscreen, open the door, turn the ignition on, and then off you go, happy as Larry and assuredly 

much earlier to work than him also. 

So, you drive to the station and hop on invariably the last train of the evening from the day prior, 

before services stop, or you may even be on the first train of the morning, suitably prepared and 

brought into service by a Driver and Guard up at a time much earlier than yourself still. No doubt 

they’ll be in need of a coffee shortly, a can of energy drink, a packet of sugary nibblies, or something 

similar, just to keep them going, whilst operating under the framework of the purported ‘Fatigue-

Management’ rostering system we currently have in place to ward off sleepy thoughts. Given the 

fact that it’s an incredibly unsociable hour of the morning also, you are susceptible to being a 

recipient of, witness to, or similar, to all sorts of interesting, lewd, concerning, suspicious, anti-social 

and blatantly stupid behaviour, enacted by some of those lesser in moral stature, who inevitably 

seem to lurk on the public transport system at these hours. Dare I even mention the much maligned 

prospect of a ‘NightRide’ bus? It really is a case of there being no law enforcement personnel 

around, as given the previous advent of Transit Officers being retrenched, the Public Transport 

Command Police are thin on the ground, as a result of the undoubted myriad of General Duties 

taskings they must follow up as a priority, before even contemplating setting foot on Sydney Trains 

territory. Not a folly of the front line of course, simply those far, far above. The ones safely tucked in 

bed at such hours, in their waterfront mansion, with their mid-sized luxury sedan securely parked in 

the loft. 

Having survived the commute to work, which countless others before have weathered, some having 

come across antisocial experiences, whilst others magically not having done so, and actually having 

potentially caught up on some much valued sleep on the train into work, you have now arrived at 

your incredibly wonderful and monumentally monastic workplace, where you invariably feel so 

veritably cherished by your colleagues and your superiors in particular. Did I mention the fact the 

majority of said superiors are still cosily wrapped up in their blankets at this hour? 

As a matter of first importance, you ‘Sign-On’ and are attested to be ‘fit’ for duty by the Crew 

Support Officer in charge of ensuring you sign on properly. You spend the next ten minutes filling out 

your paper timesheet for the day and ensuring that it has been recorded accurately, as any Driver 

knows that Payroll issues are as common and many as pieces of ballast on the tracks. For the great 

unwashed, there is LOTS of ballast. You also spend this valuable and brief ten minute period 

perusing any ‘Safety Critical’ paperwork, which affords you with information relating to the safe 

running of trains on the Sydney Trains network, involving the incidence of changes to the railway 

lines and infrastructure themselves, as well as any trackwork and special events that may be 

forthcoming. Another piece of important information you are furnished with during this time is your 

‘Stopping Pattern Report’, telling you where and when you MUST stop your train at during the 

course of your day’s train running. These are often long, convoluted and invariably have stopping 

patterns that are new, inconsistent, not the norm and thus give rise to the potential of missing a 

station stop. This is an absolute CARDINAL sin in the realm of Train Drivers and one must always 

remain vigilant to ensure this does not occur under one’s watch. Even, at 3 o’clock in the morning. 



Having received all of this vital information, predominantly in the form of paperwork, as well as 

having potentially perused your electronic rostering information, on a computer, or even a work 

issued tablet, such tablets being virtually useless to the actual task of driving a train, you are now 

almost ready to perform this last aforementioned task. Driving a train, employed as the Train Driver 

that you are! Chances are that you’ve already spent more than 18 minutes of your shift at work, so, 

if certain articles in the media are to be believed, you’re now ready for an incredibly well-earned 

break, whilst you’re paid a princely sum of 40 dollars an hour to do so. Alas, the reality is far 

different. 

It’s time to relieve your first train of the day, prepare a train, or you may even be on what is called a 

‘Standby’ shift. This latter task is a vital part of the smooth operation of the rail network, with as 

minimal a delay to the majority of services as possible. Being a standby Driver, you are responsible 

for operating any train anywhere at any amount of notice, to pick up the slack of another Driver, 

who for whatever reason is not able to continue operating their service at that relevant point in 

time, be it due to illness, late running of their train or another, having been involved in an incident of 

some description rendering them unable to continue their daily driving duties, or any other 

circumstance that means they must remove themselves from that train. It may even be as simple as 

the Driver desperately needing to go to the bathroom. A basic human right, afforded to thousands in 

other positions across the globe, day and night, rain hail and shine, on their own personal whim. 

Alas, the Sydney Trains Driver must only urinate and defecate when instructed to do so. Short of 

this, one must resort to utilising a water bottle in their own cabin for such acts, however this is only 

a hypothesis and this author is in no way endorsing or condoning this behaviour, let alone 

insinuating that it is indeed the case. 

If you’re relieving a train and are on what is called a ‘running’ job, you must ensure that you are on 

the correct platform at the correct location, at the correct time, at the correct carriage marker, with 

the correct equipment in your possession and then await the arrival of the correct train. Much easier 

said than done, especially when there are delays on the network and trains are running out of 

timetabled order. Confusing enough for the customers and confusing more still for those in charge 

of driving the trains. Indeed, we are often the last to know of changes to stopping patterns and 

trains, hence why we so often have a blank, bemused, bewildered look on our face in these times, 

and thus cannot answer your burning questions from within about the next train to Erskineville. 

Upon relieving an incoming Driver off a train that is already ‘In-Service’, you must check that the 

details of the train are correct, as well as other important and potentially sensitive information, 

regarding such facets as the actual physical handling characteristics of the train you are about to 

drive, as well as any faults it may have, amongst other things. These all need to be relayed from one 

Driver to the other, in the space of a couple of precious few seconds, before the concerto of whistles 

from the middle of the platform signify your impending departure for the next station. At this point 

however, you also need to enter your ‘office’ for the next couple of hours, until you get off and 

change trains again at another location later on. However, for now, this is your trusty chariot and 

you must treat it as such. Adjust your blinds, check the air conditioning or lack thereof, configure 

your Driver’s seat correctly, adjust the internal lights as required, place your Stopping Pattern Report 

somewhere prominent and confirm its contents with the Guard, then, most importantly of all, get 

comfy, perform the requisite movement of the controls, and off we go. You’re moving. Be vigilant as 

you depart the platform also, just in case the Guard signals you to perform an EMERGENCY STOP, as 

a result of a late-running customer or otherwise potentially attempting to board a moving train. It’s 

not rocket science now, is it? 



If however at this beautiful hour of the morning, it is so tasked to you to prepare a train for revenue 

service for the day, you must now locate the relevant train, receive any paperwork relating to this 

train before you board it, then get into the thrust of things, recalling all your training and knowledge 

at, let’s say 4am in the morning. Preparing a train for revenue customer service on the Sydney Trains 

network is not something that Drivers take lightly in terms of the gravity of the situation. The buck 

effectively stops with yourself and thus all faults, failures, defects and anything at all out of the 

ordinary must be identified immediately, be made known to the relevant authorities in charge of the 

rectification of such and then a plan of action must be made as how to least impact upon the 

travelling public of Sydney with such situations. More often than not, faults are discovered on trains 

when they are prepared for service in the morning, or when a train is prepared at any time, for the 

matter, thus this does seldom mean that trains are required to be cancelled, transposed and similar, 

so as to ensure that the safety of the public of Sydney, whilst travelling on our trains, is not 

jeopardised.  

To prepare a train, a Driver must start from the front of the train, check all of the relevant systems 

relating to the operation of the train in a safe manner, including the brakes, power, vigilance, 

exterior and interior lighting, air-conditioning, power supply and many others. All of these checks are 

generally undertaken in the space of just under an hour and involve proceeding along the length of 

the entire train, generally eight carriages worth nowadays, whilst paying particular attention to a 

number of systems in the Driver’s cabin themselves. A lot of the underpinning information that a 

Driver is taught over some thirteen months of Driver’s initial training, as a Trainee before becoming 

qualified, is solidified in the procedures of preparing a train and thus it is not as simple as having a 

little glance at certain elements of the train and saying simply that it is okay to enter customer 

service for the day. I did briefly mention brakes before, and within the concept of the brakes 

themselves, there are a lot of mechanical aspects to comprehend and identify, in terms of their 

operation, maintenance and the rectification of any faults that may occur to them. The makeup of 

these components also differs from one train type to another and thus there is a lot to understand in 

terms of being able to check such simple things as the brakes on a train operating correctly. A 

malfunction of such a system could definitely be time-consuming and cause great delay to those 

travelling on the network, whilst at an extreme, such a defect could, in dire and exceptional 

circumstances, lead to the safety of customers and employees alike being compromised. Thus, 

Drivers take these tests seriously.  

Another way to consider the preparation of a train for revenue customer service would be to get up 

at 3 in the morning, head to your car in the driveway and test each, and every one of its systems 

thoroughly, sometimes in triplicate, ensuring that you have adequately noted the control inputs you 

have made, as well as the results of these, all whilst still assumedly being somewhat fatigued due to 

the hour of the morning that it is, whilst ensuring that you test such systems as the car horn, 

irrespective of your neighbours and their state of slumber. Nonetheless, these are the rules and they 

MUST be followed. Did I mention that all control inputs are recorded digitally in permanent form on 

trains, for the ease of downloading and analysing at a later point, randomly, or due to the event of 

an incident? Food for thought indeed. 

On this point I must proceed on a tangent, in regard to the monitoring of the actions of Train Drivers, 

whilst performing their daily duties. Yes, we are highly trained, to the tune of approximately thirteen 

months of traineeship, as I have mentioned earlier, however, we are also HIGHLY policed by a 

myriad of different roles, including our managers, as well as a team of employees who are tasked 

with effectively being the railway version of Highway Patrol Police Officers. These ‘officers’, if you 

will, randomly audit crew performance, via means as simple as standing on a platform with a 



LIDAR/RADAR speed gun, ensuring our compliance with the relevant speed signs and restriction 

posted on the network. 

Speed signs, signal locations, types, configurations and such are also integral knowledge to the daily 

duties of a Sydney Trains Driver. We must know where the signals are, what they mean and how to 

react to them in terms of our driving. We must also know how to react when the signals have 

become faulty, resulting in them staying ‘red’ or even going blank. In these circumstances too there 

are a multitude of procedures and thus at no time is anything left to question. The amount of speed 

signs on the network are copious and they often come in quick succession. You may be on a 65km/h 

speed board or a couple of hundred metres, before coming across a temporary speed restriction of 

40km/h, followed by an increase in speed to 90, followed by a 65, an 80, a 100 board, a 75 and so 

on. These speeds I have listed are all actual speeds and exist in a small portion of line between 

Erskineville and Arncliffe, on Sydney’s T4 Illawarra Line. Thus, it truly is indicative of the complicated 

and complex nature of even a mere snapshot of Sydney’s network. However, once again, Drivers are 

expected to know all of these signs at all times, their location and how to manage the speed of their 

train on approach to and departure from them. Nowhere near as simple as merely pressing a big, 

green, shiny button marked ‘GO’ and plainly sitting in our comfortable Driver’s seat like a proverbial 

stunned mullet. No indeed. 

The idea of Drivers being paid forty dollars per hour is a farce. My last payslip did indicate our hourly 

rate to be somewhere more in the zone of thirty-four dollars per hour, prior to tax being taken out 

of this figure, as well as superannuation. We work FAR more than eighteen minutes per hour, 

sometimes sitting on the same train from Lidcombe Platform 5, all the way to the City via 

Bankstown, then continuing on out to Liverpool via Bankstown, before terminating, changing ends 

and then heading back to the City via Bankstown again. Dare I also posit the fact that such a service, 

for the better part of the day, is ALL stations. Every single station, we must ensure we stop safely 

and accurately. If you miss that eight car marker, even by one set of doors, not even an entire 

carriage, or you stop in a manner so rough as to cause someone to fall down a set of stairs, twisting 

their ankle or injuring their back in the process, then woe betide you. Many a good Driver has seen 

such little incidences to be their downfall, resulting in their transitioning to the role of a Guard or 

similar. Thus, mistakes must not be made. Missing stations especially. Missing red signals even more 

so. 

I could continue on ad infinitum and cause this article to blow out of proportion in grand scale, 

however at this point I will make every attempt to ensure that I cease it in an informative and 

eloquent manner, having suitably addressed all the areas of concern I wish to address. Nonetheless, 

I will leave you all with one parting thought before I go… 

It’s 7 o’clock in the morning. You’re travelling in your eight carriage Tangara train at 70 kilometres 

per hour, heading towards the City. You’re currently between Arncliffe and Wolli Creek, preparing to 

bring your train to a stand at Wolli Creek platform, to ensure you do your part in transporting the 

mass throng of morning customers towards their respective destinations. The sun is shining in your 

eyes, despite your sunglasses being on and the Driver’s cabin blinds being pulled down far enough to 

block the majority of the glare. The windscreen itself is dirty due to a lack of cleaning and 

maintenance, rendering it somewhat milky, and dirty, irrespective of your having utilised the 

windscreen wipers to attempt to clean it somewhat. You’ve placed your brakes on now and your 

train is slowing down nicely, cruising at approximately 50 kilometres per hour.  

Up ahead, you see a crowded platform, toes neatly placed next to one another all on the yellow line. 

Except for one pair. You see the feet, moving forward still. Slowly, you look up and see the rest of 



the figure gently easing their way towards the edge of the platform, defiant of the bounds of the 

yellow line or any other institutional, or social convention in this world.  

They’re moving closer to the edge still, all the while your brain is processing the situation and this 

has all occurred in the space of a millisecond or two. Then, you see the inevitable in front of you, or 

do you? You hope and pray that you don’t. You place the brake handle into EMERGENCY and hope 

for the best. You sound both your town and country whistle at once, making all sorts of blaring 

noise, in an attempt to hopefully ward off the inevitable events potentially about to unfold in front 

of your very eyes, as well as the eyes of all those on the platform, not ensconced in their smart 

phone worlds. 

You hold onto that whistle with all your might and close your eyes. You’ve done all you can. All you 

can do now is hope… 

Train Drivers, inefficient and lazy. 

 

 


